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Abstract 

In this research paperwe develop a system to lock/unlock of doors of a vehicle by using 

a security code. The system also employs various elements for changing of the security 

code of the vehicle’ door in-accordance to the user’s requirement.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Security systems are using widely to control and monitor the restricted areas[1]. Such 

systems typically employ one or more sensors or trigger switches which are monitored or 

controlled by a central controller to sense intrusion or to allow controlled access[2]. 

Examples of such systems include vehicle security systems and building security 

systems, which may be activated by either a remote switch or transmitter or by a key pad 

to enter a predetermined code[3]. Entrance of the correct code typically arms or disarms 

the system opens or closes a door or the like. Therefore, in order to overcome the 

disadvantages, there exists a need to develop a system for locking/unlocking of doors of a 

vehicle by using a security code and also for developing a method for changing the 

security code that is preinstalled in the vehicle[4]. 

Fig.1 illustrates about the process for locking/unlocking the vehicle 
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Fig.1  

 

Working of Proposed System 

The vehicle security system comprises a keypad for entering a user defined code[5], a 

control unit for receiving and compares the user defined code for generating a command 

signal for locking/unlocking of vehicle’s door[6], a Wi-Fi module for transmitting a one-

time password (OTP) to a user interface according to user’s requirement and the user 

interface receives the one time password (OTP) to assist the user for changing the pre 

added code through the keypad[7]. 

The method for changing the pre added code; enter the user defined code on the keypad 

for transmitting a command signal to the micro controller[8], comparing the user defined 

code with the pre added code in the micro controller for unlocking the door then Calling 

on a specific number which is preinstalled in the vehicle toverifythe contact details 

through the micro controller and transmitting a one-time password (OTP) to a user 

interface through Wi-Fimodule for changing the pre-added code if the dialed number is 

authorized[9]. 
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CONCLUSION 

So from reading the above paper we can develop a system for locking/unlocking the door 

of the vehicle through a security code. The system provides a unique technique for 

changing the security code of the vehicle door as per the user requirement. 
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